PoshTime® REMOTE SWITCH __________________________________
The PoshTime® remote switch can operate one or
two ‘whisper’ POWER Grills (WPG). Activated in its
normal default time period, the PoshTime® switch:
• boosts the Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV) to high
• fully opens the ‘whisper’ POWER Grill
• automatically times down for a pre-set period,
then returns the HRV to its continuous speed and
returns the WPG to its normal at-rest position
These actions can increase that room’s exhaust
rate by up to eight times.
When power is first connected to the PoshTime®
Switch, all four green LED’s flash for four seconds.
PoshTime® is now set at its normal time period of
28 minutes (each LED indicates 7 minutes).

Alternate Time Periods
The normal default time period of 28 minutes is most
commonly used. For special purposes, three other time
period settings are available:
8 hours HRV on high and WPG fully open
4 hours HRV on high and WPG fully open
1 hour HRV on continuous speed and WPG fully open
Setting Alternate Time Periods
Simultaneously cover both ON and OFF pads. In four
seconds, one or more LED’s will begin to flash. The
number of flashing LED’s indicates the current time
period:
8 hour mode: 4 LED’s flash
4 hour mode: 3 LED’s flash
28 min. mode: 2 LED’s flash
1 hour mode: 1 LED flashes

After a power outage or when the HRV has been
unplugged, PoshTime® automatically re-sets itself If you keep the pads covered, PoshTime® will continue
to this normal time period when power is restored. to cycle through the different time periods, flashing 4
times for each time period. Decide which time period
OPERATING PoshTime®
you want. Remove your hand from the pads at any
time during the 4-flash cycle. The PoshTime® switch
ON pad
PoshTime® can be
is now pre-set to the selected alternate time period.
manually turned on
28 min
4 hr
8 hr
1 hr
or off by covering
one switch pad at a
time or by using the
OFF pad
sweep function.
Manual ON: Hold your finger over the black ON
pad and away from the black OFF pad. The green
LED’s light up in succession from the bottom up.
Manual OFF: Hold your finger over the black OFF
pad and away from the black ON pad. The green
LED’s turn off in succession from the top down.
Sweep ON: Cover the black OFF pad with your
hand. Without uncovering the black OFF pad, move
your hand upwards so it covers both ON and OFF
pads. Continue moving your hand upwards to
uncover the OFF pad. PoshTime® is now ON.

PoshTime® TROUBLESHOOTING
PoshTime® ON and OFF pads can be activated (or the
time period changed) by direct sunlight, sunlight
reflected in a mirror, someone leaning on the switch
or a towel hung in front of it.

Doesn’t time down or HRV doesn’t switch to HIGH:
PoshTime® could be set to an alternate time period.
Unplug the HRV and plug it in again, or see Setting
Alternate Time Periods above.
Sweep OFF: The reverse of the Sweep ON function. PoshTime® won’t respond: You must have clean fingers
to activate the switch.
Cover the black ON pad with your hand. Without
uncovering the black ON pad, move your hand
None of the PoshTime®’s work: Fuse has blown or older
downwards so it covers both ON and OFF pads.
style fuse holder has broken. Replacement fuse is
Continue moving your hand downwards to uncov- taped to inside of electrical control box or you may
er the ON pad. PoshTime® is now OFF.
need a replacement fuse holder.
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